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The introduction of the new easyconnect coupler
BUSSE Design+Engineering congratulates BASF, PENTAIR and its partner companies
for the official introduction of the new easyconnect system and coupler.

BUSSE Design+Engineering is proud that it could 
support the project partners during this product 
development in the mechanical development and 
design of the coupler mechanism, functionalities and 
housing and could help make the handling of plant 
protection agents easier and safer! 

With several prototypes manufactured in our facilities 
we could also support the intensive testings and could 
help to bring the gained experiences into an optimized 
work flow and product usability!

ABOUT BUSSE DESIGN+ENGINEERING 
We are one of the oldest and biggest companies for 
product design and development in Europe. Founded 
in 1959 with 60 years of history and 60 employees we 
offer a profound expertise in the following areas:
Interface design, industrial design, 
engineering and prototyping. 

Therefore we have an unparalleled and 
holistic perspective of product development. 
Having creative ideas is good, however our 
target is to implement these ideas successfully 
and market-compatible. 

FURTHER INFORMATION:  
Felix Timm (general manager), 
timm@busse-design.com
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Our Clients:

Our Services:

IDEATION & INNOVATION
+ Workshops & Consultation
+ Ideation workshops
+ Product / concept ideation
+ First concept mock-ups
+ Strategy development
+ Requirements
+ Business Cases

UI / UX DESIGN
+ Usability Consulting
+ User Experience
+ Usability Engineering
+ Testing & Click Dummys
+ Screendesign & Icon Design

PRODUCTDESIGN
+ Product design & ideation
+ CAD-Design-data & freeform    
   surfaces
+ Product graphics
+ Product ergonomics 
+ Product design styleguides

ENGINEERING
+ Product engineering
+ Development of functions
+ Freeform surfaces CAD
+ Optimization of parts
+ Value engineering
+ Testing & validation
+ Support during tool making

PROTOTYPING
+ Proof of concept
+ Design models
+ Prototypes
+ Small series

FURTHER SERVICES 
by strategic partners
+ Electronics development
+ Electronics manufacturing
+ Software development
+ Approval management
+ documentation
+ FEA simulation & calculation
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